ABSTRACT Registration of multi-sensor data is a prerequisite for multimodal image analysis such as image fusion. This paper focuses on the problem of infrared and visible image registration, which has played an important role for the purpose of enhancing visual perception. Existing methods based on multimodal feature descriptor such as partial intensity invariant feature descriptor (PIIFD) usually fail in correctly aligning infrared and visible image pairs, due to their significant differences in resolution and appearance. In this paper, we propose a scale-invariant PIIFD (SI-PIIFD) feature and a robust feature matching method to address this problem. Specifically, we first extract corner points as control point candidates since they are usually sufficient and uniformly distributed across the image domain. Then, the SI-PIIFDs are calculated for all corner points and matched according to the descriptor similarity together with a locality preserving geometric constraint. Subsequently, we model the spatial transformation between an infrared and visible image pair with an affine function and introduce a robust Bayesian framework to estimate it from the SI-PIIFD feature matches even if they contaminated by false matches. Finally, the backward approach is chosen for image transformation to avoid holes and overlaps in the output image. Extensive experiments on a challenging dataset with comparisons to other state-of-the-arts demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, both in terms of accuracy and efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-sensor data usually provides complementary information of the region surveyed, and image fusion which aims to create a single image from such data offering better scene representation has played an important role in scene analysis in the areas of pattern recognition, medical imaging, remote sensing, as well as modern military [1] . Specifically, the use of multi-sensor data such as infrared and visible has shown significant advantages in enhancing human visual perception, target detection and recognition [2] . One the one hand, infrared imaging characterizes the thermal radiation of an object, which can highlight targets efficiently as they are often have relatively high temperatures. In addition, the infrared imaging is also less affected by illumination or weather changes, and hence is able to work well in different conditions. On the other hand, visible images often have high resolutions and reach textures, which are benefit to describing the details of targets. Therefore, it is desirable to combine these two types of information together to promote the accuracy of target detection and recognition. However, successful image fusion has an important prerequisite that the two image to be fused should have already been aligned at a pixel level. In this paper, we focus on the registration problem and aim to generate accurate and fast alignments between infrared and visible image pairs for the subsequent fusionbased applications.
To solve the image registration problem, a variety of methods have been investigated in different applications, which can be broadly classified into two types: area-based methods and feature-based methods [3] . The area-based methods usually operate directly on the intensities of pixels located in the overlapped region, and find matching information based on a predefined similarity measurement such as cross correlation [4] , phase correlation [5] , and mutual information [6] . These methods are preferable when the images contain few prominent details and the discriminative characteristic can be captured only by pixel intensities. However, they are frequently computationally expensive and also suffer from some other limitations in real-world applications, for example, lack of robustness in case of image distortions or illumination variations. In contrast, feature-based methods, which aim to establish correspondences between salient features in image pairs, are in general more robust [7] - [9] . These methods allow registering images of completely different nature and can handle complex image distortions. The features are typically point features extracted by a feature detector and has a local image descriptor [10] , [11] . In this paper, we are interested in the feature-based registration techniques.
During the past decades, the feature-based registration strategy has been extensively studied [12] . Nevertheless, it is still a challenging task to customize a practical algorithm when dealing with real-world problems, especially in the context of infrared and visible image registration. First, infrared and visible images are manifestations of two different phenomena, and their appearance features are quite different, leading to very few common ''matchable'' features. Second, the infrared images are often of low resolution and suffer from serious noise, and hence it is difficult to extract reliable features from them. Third, the feature matches are always perturbed by noise and false matches, or outliers; in some situations, the outliers are dominant due to the multimodality and low-quality of input images. The existence of outliers makes the estimation of spatial transformation unstable. Last but not least, the existing image registration methods often suffer from high computational complexity, limiting their applicability in addressing large-scale registration tasks.
To address the above four challenges, in this paper we introduce a new feature-based method for infrared and visible image registration. More specifically, we extract Harris corner points [13] as control point candidates, and use the partial intensity invariant feature descriptor (PIIFD) [11] for multimodal feature description. To deal with the difference in resolution or field of view (FOV) of infrared/visible image pair, we propose a scale-invariant PIIFD (SI-PIIFD) on the basis of pyramid matching. The feature matches are established accordingly using a locality preserving geometric constraint in addition to the descriptor similarity constraint. This enables enough good matches even when data is severely degraded. Based on the established feature matches, we propose a Bayesian framework to further estimate the spatial transformation between two images, which is robust to the potential false matches. This is achieved by introducing a set of hidden/latent variables to indicate the correctness of the feature matches. Moreover, the spatial transformation is adopted to align two images together by using a backward approach, which is benefit to avoiding holes and overlaps in the output image. We evaluate the registration performance of the proposed method on various real infrared/visible image pairs and compare to several state-of-the-art methods; the results demonstrate that our method can yield better performance, both in terms of accuracy and efficiency.
The major contributions of this paper include the following three aspects. First, we propose the SI-PIIFD to extract multimodal feature descriptor for infrared and visible images. Compared to the original PIIFD descriptor, the new descriptor is scale-invariant which can produce a number of high-quality match candidates even in case of significant differences in resolution/FOV and appearance between infrared and visible images. Second, we use a locality preserving geometric constraint to filter out false matches. By using such a constraint, most false matches in the candidate match set can be effectively removed, which makes the subsequent transformation estimation become much simpler. Third, we introduce a robust Bayesian framework to estimate spatial transformation between image pairs. Such framework uses a set of latent variables to distinguish the correctness of candidate matches, and hence can avoid the biased estimation of transformation by the potential false matches.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the background material and related work. We present the problem statement of image registration in Section III. The methodology is described in detail in Section IV, including SI-PIIFD construction, locality preserving based feature matching, robust transformation estimation, as well as image transformation. In Section V, we evaluate our proposed approach on various real infrared/visible image data with comparisons to other methods, followed by some conclusion remarks in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Image registration has been widely used in many fields including computer vision [14] - [16] , medical image analysis [17] , [18] , and remote sensing [19] - [24] . The images to be aligned may captured at different times, from different perspectives or with different modalities, which typically refer to the problems of temporal, spatial, and multimodal registrations. Specifically, registration of infrared and visible images refers to the problem of multimodal registration. A broad overview on the registration methods can be found in the literature [3] . In general, the registration methods can be classified into two categories such as area-based and featurebased methods.
Area-based methods deal directly with the intensity values of the whole original images, for example, minimizing the total distance between the pixel correspondences under a certain metric. These methods are preferable in case of few prominent details in the images where the distinctive information is provided by pixel intensities rather than by salient structures, but they suffer from image distortions, illumination changes, as well as heavy computational complexities. The area-based methods contain three major types such as correlation-like methods [25] , Fourier methods [26] and mutual information methods [27] . Feature-based methods work by first extracting two sets of salient structures (e.g., feature points), and then determining the correct correspondence between them and estimating the spatial transformation accordingly which is further used to align the given image pair. Compared to area-based methods, the featurebased methods are more robust to typical appearance changes and scene movements and are potentially faster, if implemented in the right way [12] . In this paper, we focus on feature-based registration. In the following we briefly overview the techniques falling into this category, particularly in the context of infrared and visible image registration. Generally, feature-based methods consist of two major steps such as feature extraction and feature matching. The former refers to detecting salient and distinctive objects, while the later refers to establish correspondences between the detected features.
The first step of feature-based methods is to extract robust common features that can represent the original images. For infrared and visible images manifesting of two different phenomena, the appearance features with global statistical dependence including graylevels, colors and textures are not likely match. Instead, the features representing salient structures are more preferred, such as corner points [13] , edge maps [12] , trajectories [28] , etc. After obtaining the salient features from two images, we need to establish correct correspondences between them. In general, the high level of features such as edges and surfaces can be discretized as point sets. Therefore, the registration problem reduces to determining the correspondence and to estimating the transformation between two sets of point features [12] . A popular strategy for solving the point matching problem involves two steps [7] : (i) computing a set of putative correspondence, and (ii) then removing the outliers via geometrical constraints. Putative correspondence instances are obtained in the first step by pruning the set of all possible point correspondence. This scenario is achieved by computing feature descriptors [10] , [11] at the points and eliminating the matches between points whose descriptors are excessively dissimilar. However, the use of only local feature descriptors will inevitably result in a lot of false matches. In the second step, robust estimators based on geometrical constraints are used to detect and remove the outliers.
To remove false matches from putative sets, numerous methods have been proposed over the last decades. One of the most widely used robust estimator is random sample consensus (RANSAC) [29] , which adopt a hypothesizeand-verify approach and attempt to obtain the smallest possible outlierfree subset to estimate a provided parametric model by resampling. The RANSAC algorithm has achieved great success in registration of infrared and visible images [28] . However, it relies on a predefined parametric model, which become less efficient when the underlying image transformation is nonrigid; it also tends to severely degrade if the proportion of false matches becomes large. To address these issues, several non-parametric interpolation methods [7] , [30] - [32] have recently been introduced, especially in the context of infrared and visible image registration [12] . Specifically, to deal with the expression and pose changes in face recognition, Ma et al. [12] proposed a regularized Gaussian fields criterion to align infrared and visible faces in non-rigid manner. Furthermore, they also introduced a sparse approximation for non-rigid transformation estimation which can reduce the computational complexity from cubic to linear without sacrifice the registration accuracy [33] .
In the recent past, the infrared and visible image registration problem has also been addressed visual saliency, where the saliency map is constructed by using amplitude modulation Fourier transform [34] . Alternatively, Chen et al. [35] introduced an infrared and visible image registration method based on stable region features and edginess under a coarseto-fine framework. Moreover, Liu et al. [36] proposed an affine and contrast invariant descriptor termed as maximally stable phase congruency for infrared and visible image registration. The infrared and visible image registration has been applied to a wide range of real-word tasks. For example, Sun et al. [37] proposed a hierarchical framework for infrared and visible video registration which combines motion and feature information, and they subsequently investigated the non-planar infrared and visible image registration problem and applied it to automatic multi-target independent analysis [38] . Li emphet al. [39] presented an infrared and visible image registration for medium-altitude unmanned aerial vehicle remote sensing. In addition, the infrared and visible image registration techniques has also been applied to rail inspection [40] , colon cancer identification [41] , fever screening [42] , noninvasive skin cancer screening [43] , etc. In this paper, we propose a multimodal feature descriptor and a robust transformation estimation strategy to establish accurate feature correspondences between infrared and visible image pairs, even with significant differences in resolution/FOV and appearance.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Image registration aims to geometrically overlay two or more images of the same scene captured at different times, from different perspectives or with different modalities. There have been a wide range of image registration methods due to the different kinds of spatial transformations and diversity of sensor data. Nevertheless, the major feature-based methods involving the following four procedures [3] .
• Feature Extraction: In this procedure, the features with salient structures such as edges, corners and blobs are automatically extracted from the given images as the control points. For further processing, a local image patch around the control point is usually extracted and incorporated into a vector. It is also known as the feature descriptor, and can be used to characterize the property of a control point. For infrared and visible images that are two different phenomena with quite different appearance features, it is challenging to extract highly repeatable control points across the image domain. In addition, the multimodal property usually makes the common used descriptors not applicable due to the opposite gradient direction and different gradient length.
• Feature Matching: After obtaining the control points and their corresponding descriptors, this procedure aims to establish correspondences between the two sets of control points. This typically involves two types of constraints, i.e., a descriptor similarity constraint that requires two matched control points to have similar descriptors, and a geometric constraint that requires matched control points to satisfies a global spatial transformation. However, the low resolution infrared images usually suffer from serious noise, leading to a large proportion of unreliable features. Therefore, it is quite difficult to identify accurate correspondences among the low-quality features.
• Transform Model Estimation: The parameters of the spatial transformation between the two given images, aligning two images together, are estimated. In particular, the parameters are computed by means of the established correspondences between the control points. Typically, the feature matches are always perturbed by noise and outliers, and the outliers may be dominant due to the multimodality and low-quality of input images. This makes the estimation of spatial transformation unstable and challenging. Therefore, a robust estimator is desirable to achieve accurate registration performance.
• Image Transformation: The alignment is achieved by means of the spatial transformation. Directly transforming each pixel from the source image according to the spatial transformation often leads to holes and/or overlaps in the resultant image (due to the discretization and rounding). Therefore, to implement in an easy manner, a backward approach is more preferable, where image pixel values in non-integer coordinates are calculated by a certain interpolation technique. In this paper, we introduce several novel strategies in these procedures to obtain accurate and fast alignments in the context of infrared and visible image registration.
IV. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we first introduce our feature extraction method including Harris corner detection and SI-PIIFD feature descriptor, and then we provide a feature matching strategy based on a locality preserving constraint. Subsequently, we lay out the transformation estimation method under a robust Bayesian framework, followed by the image transformation according to a backward approach.
A. FEATURE EXTRACTION
Given an infrared and visible image pair to be aligned, to achieve accurate alignment based on point features, we need first extract control points and their corresponding descriptors from the given images.
1) CONTROL POINT DETECTOR
Typically, the control points should be sufficient, highly repeatable, and uniformly distributed across the image domain; the Harris corner detector [11] , [13] , scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) [10] , [44] and speed up robust feature (SURF) [45] , [46] are three widely used control point detectors to achieve this goal. For multimodal images such as infrared and visible images, the SIFT algorithm searching extreme points through image space may produce plenty of noise/outlier control points, as the visible images usually contains quite a lot of textual details which do not appear in the infrared image. Alternatively, the SURF and Harris detector using adjacent structural information for control point detection are more robust to noise and outliers. Nevertheless, the Harris detector focuses on localizing corners that are common features in multimodal images, and its detection scheme favors a uniform feature point distribution in the image by gradually suppressing corners with weaker corner response close to a stronger corner, and hence are more preferable in multimodal feature extraction. In addition, the Harris corner detector also has the advantage of computational efficiency compared to SIFT and SURF, and it has been widely used in real-time systems such as visual odometry and SLAM [47] , [48] . Therefore, we choose the Harris corner detector to generate control point candidates in this paper. Its basic concept is to measure the changes, e.g., represented by image gradients, in all directions when convoluted with a Gaussian window. The number of corner points is determined by the range parameter of the Gaussian window, and we can fix this number (e.g. 200) by automatically tuning the range parameter.
2) PIIFD FEATURE DESCRIPTOR
In feature-based image registration problem, the SIFT descriptor has been widely used due to its properties of highly repeatable and discriminative [49] . However, it has a prerequisite that the images to be registered should be single modal, and it typically fails in addressing multimodal registration problems. The main reason includes the following two aspects. On the one hand, the gradients at the corresponding locations in a multimodal image pair may have opposite directions [50] . On the other hand, the intensity values may suffer from nonlinear variation which leads to the differences in the length of gradients [11] . Therefore, the multimodality usually severely degrades the reliability of those descriptors based on gradient histograms (e.g. SIFT). To overcome the above challenge, Chen et al. designed a multimodal image descriptor named PIIFD based on SIFT, and has shown promising performance in the multimodal retinal image registration problem [11] , [46] .
Compared to the original SIFT descriptor, the PIIFD has made the following major improvements in the context of multimodal retinal image registration.
• The original SIFT uses a discrete orientation histogram to calculate the main orientations to achieve rotation invariance, which may direct to unrelated directions for multimodal images. Instead, a continuous averaging squared gradients is adopted in the PIIFD which is able to address the opposite gradient problem, and can achieve better accuracy and computational efficiency.
• The original SIFT uses an adaptive size of neighborhood decided by the scale of control point. Alternatively, the PIIFD uses a fixed neighborhood size due to that the scale changes of retinal images is slight. Specifically, the size is fixed to 40 × 40 pixels and the square consists of 4 × 4 small squares with each small square corresponding to an orientation histogram.
• The orientation histogram evenly covering 0 ∼ 2π with 16 bins in the original SIFT is converted to a degraded orientation histogram with only 8 bins evenly covering 0 ∼ π by calculating the sum of the opposite directions. This can achieve invariance when the gradient orientation rotates by 180 • (for instance, some dark vessels in retinal images become bright).
• To further improve the robustness to the opposite gradient problem, PIIFD uses a linear combination of two subdescriptors, e.g., the original orientation histogram matrix H and its rotated version Q = rot(H , 180 • ). Specifically, H is a 4 × 4 squares defined as 
where H ij denotes an orientation histogram with 8 bins. Let H i and Q i be the i-th rows of H and Q, respectively. Then the PIIFD is calculated as follows:
with c being a parameter to tune the proportion of magnitude. Clearly, the descriptor contains 4 × 4 × 8 = 128 elements. It is then quantized to a vector and normalized to a unit length. For more details, please refer to the original paper [11] .
3) SCALE-INVARIANT PIIFD
The PIIFD descriptor has shown promising performance on multimodal registration tasks. However, it cannot achieve scale invariance due to that it was originally designed for registration of poor quality retinal images, where the data does not suffer from large scale changes. Nevertheless, for the infrared and visible image registration problem, the infrared images have a lower resolution compared with the visible images, and the FOV of infrared cameras is typically much narrower than that of visible ones. Therefore, the infrared and visible image pairs often involve large scale changes, which makes the PIIFD fail to establish reliable correspondences.
To address this issue, in the following we generalize the descriptor and propose a scale-invariant PIIFD (SI-PIIFD).
The scale-invariant property is achieved by adopting a multi-scale descriptor set scheme. In the SIFT algorithm, it detects feature points in scale space, which provides each feature point with its scale information. The neighborhood size to extract a descriptor are then determined according to the scale information, and hence achieves the scale-invariant property. However, the Harris detector in our method does not contain scale information. Nevertheless, the key idea (i.e., the scale-space representation) to achieve scaleinvariance in SIFT can be generalized to our problem. In this paper, we propose to use a multi-scale representation for the neighborhood size, and extract a multi-scale PIIFD descriptor set through setting the size of neighborhood of PIIFD as a uniformly-spaced sequence. Therefore, for each control point, we have several descriptors associated with it corresponding to different scales.
Specifically, the fixed neighborhood size is 40 × 40 in the original PIIFD; while we use a multi-scale representation of sizes 40 × 40, 36 × 36, 32 × 32, 28 × 28, 24 × 24, and 20 × 20 on both source images. In practical implementation, we can first use the multi-scale descriptor to construct feature correspondences, and then the scale information can be obtained by a majority vote strategy. Subsequently, the neighborhood sizes on the infrared and visible images can be both fixed to reduce the set of possible matches and improve the matching accuracy.
The multi-scale descriptor set scheme has demonstrated to be effective to achieve scale invariance in our experiments. In addition, even the image pairs suffer from only slight scale changes, the image registration can also benefit from SI-PIIFD as it is able to generate many more feature correspondences.
B. FEATURE MATCHING BASED ON LOCALITY PRESERVATION
After obtaining the control point candidates and their corresponding descriptors, the next step is to establish reliable feature correspondences. Clearly, the similarity between the feature descriptors is an important constraint to achieve this goal. However, only using the descriptor similarity constraint will lead to a number of false matches due to ambiguities of the local image patch information (particularly if the images suffer from low-quality, occlusion and repetitive patterns) [7] . In this paper, we further use a geometric constraint among control points based on locality preservation to filter out the false matches.
1) PUTATIVE MATCH CONSTRUCTION
Suppose we are given two sets of point candidates {x l } L l=1 and {y m } M m=1 extracted from two images, respectively. First, we construct a set of putative correspondences based on the similarity of their PIIFD descriptors together with a distance ratio method. For each point candidate x l , we search the VOLUME 6, 2018 two nearest neighbors in {y m } M m=1 in descriptor space and compares their distances, i.e.,
where d nearest is the distance between a certain control point in one image and its nearest neighbor in the other image in descriptor space, and d sec-nearest denotes the distance between the control point and its second-nearest neighbor. Clearly, DistRatio ≤ 1, and a putative match will be kept by the method only if DistRatio ≤ τ with τ being a pre-defined threshold. For a smaller value of τ , the putative set will contain less matches with a higher inlier ratio. In contrast, for a greater value of τ , the putative set will contain more matches with a lower inlier ratio. In this paper, the threshold τ is set to 0.9 empirically.
2) MISMATCH REMOVAL
By using the above procedure, we obtain a set of putative
, and then we focus on removing false matches from the putative set based on a geometrical constraint [51] . If the spatial transformation between the image pair is simply rigid, then the distance between any putative matches will be preserved. However, this ideal distance relationship is typically not hold in real-world infrared and visible image registration tasks due to the difference in resolution. Fortunately, the local neighborhood structure among control points does not change freely in the small region around a point even with large scale changes. In other words, denoting I the unknown inlier set, its optimal solution should satisfy the following optimization problem:
with the cost function C defined as:
where N x denotes the neighborhood of control point x, d is a certain distance metric such as Euclidean distance, and | · | denotes the cardinality of a set. To define the neighborhood, the K (K = 4 in default) nearest neighbors are searched for each control point under the Euclidean distance. In Eq. (5), the first term penalizes any match violating the distance consistency of a point pair, the second term discourages the outliers, and the parameter λ > 0 controls the tradeoff between these two terms.
Note that the absolute distance of a point pair is not preserved well under scale changes. Alternatively, a binary distance is more preferable:
and the same as d(y i , y j ). By associating the putative set S with an N × 1 binary vector p, where p i = 1 indicates inlier and p i = 0 points to outlier for the i-th putative match (x i , y i ), the cost function in Eq. (5) becomes:
where
is a cost that measures if the i-th match (x i , y i ) meets the geometric constraint of preserving local neighborhood structure. For a given putative set, the cost values
can be calculated in advance as the neighborhoods N x i and N y i are fixed. Therefore, the solution of p in Eq. (7) is obvious: any putative match with a cost smaller than λ will lead to a negative term and decrease the objective function, and vice versa. Therefore, the optimal solution of p is determined by the following simple criterion:
And hence, the optimal inlier set I * is determined by:
Note that the parameter λ can be seen as a threshold judging the match correctness of a putative match. In addition, the value of c i is always an integer, and hence it is not necessary to tune λ among non-integer values. In this paper, we set λ = 6 throughout our experiments. After using the mismatch removal procedure, we obtain a match set 1 :
with I = |I|. In general, this match set has high matching accuracy, but usually still involves a small part of false matches. This is due to that the locality preserving constraint cannot completely characterize the spatial transformation between the image pair. We summarize the feature matching procedure in Alg. 1.
3) COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
We analyze the computational complexity of the feature matching procedure. In the first two lines of Alg. 1, the major complexity is to search the K nearest neighbors for each control point in the feature descriptor space (e.g. Line 1) and spatial position space (e.g. Line 2). By using the K-D tree [52] , the time complexity can achieve close to O(K + N ) log N .
Algorithm 1 The Feature Matching Procedure
Input: Two control point sets {x l } L l=1 and {y m } M m=1 , parameters τ , K , λ Output: Feature match set I * 1 Establish a putative set S = {(x i , y i )} N i=1 using PIIFD and distance ratio method with the threshold τ ; 2 Construct neighborhood {N x i , N y i } N i=1 based on S; 3 Calculate costs {c i } N i=1 using Eq. (8); 4 Determine I * using Eqs. (9) and (10).
Calculating the costs {c
in Line 3 involves only some addition operations with time complexity O(KN ). While determine I * in Line 4 costs O(N ) complexity. Therefore, the total time complexity of our feature matching procedure is about O (KN + (K + N ) log N ) . The space complexity is about O(KN ) due to the memory requirements of storing the neighborhoods N x i and N y i . As K is a constant and typically K N , the time and space complexities can then be simply written as O(N log N ) and O(N ), respectively.
C. ROBUST TRANSFORMATION ESTIMATION
After obtaining the match set T = {(x i , y i )} I i=1 , the next step is to estimate the spatial transformation between the infrared and visible image pair. As T still involves some false matches, it is desirable to design a robust estimator for the transformation estimation. Here we introduce a Bayesian framework to achieve this goal [7] .
1) PROBLEM FORMULATION
For the correct matches, we suppose the position perturbation of the control points is isotropic Gaussian with zero mean and covariance σ 2 I, for example, y i − f(x i ) ∼ N (0, σ 2 I) with f denoting the spatial transformation and I being an identity matrix. For the false matches, as the matched control points may locate anywhere in the image, we assume they obey a uniform distribution 1/a with a being the area of the image. We introduce a latent variable z i ∈ {1, 0} for each match, where z i = 1 indicates inliers and z i = 0 points to outliers. Therefore, we obtain a mixture model as follows:
where θ = {f, γ , σ 2 } is the unknown parameter set, and γ is a mixing coefficient corresponding to the marginal distribution over the latent variable, i.e. ∀z i , p(z i = 1) = γ .
Let X = (x 1 , . . . , x I ) T and Y = (y 1 , . . . , y I ) T be the I × 2 matrices indicating the two control point sets in the match set T . Without loss of generality, we make the independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) assumption on the data, and then the likelihood of generating the match set T is
We give a maximum-likelihood estimation solution of the parameter set θ, which is equivalent to solving the following minimization problem:
The spatial transformation will be obtained from the optimal solution θ * . Next, we will provide such a solution by using the iterative expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm.
2) SOLUTION
The EM algorithm is general technique for solving the problem with latent variables. It alternates between two steps such as an expectation step (E-step) and an maximization step (M-step). We follow the standard notations and omit the terms that are independent of θ, and then the complete-data log likelihood of Eq. (13) has the following form:
E-step: We denote p i = P(z i = 1|x i , y i , θ old ) the posterior probability indicating to what degree the sample (x i , y i ) being an inlier. According to the Bayes rule, p i can be calculated based on the current parameter set θ old as follows:
M-step:
We update the parameter set based on the current posterior probabilities: θ new = arg max θ Q(θ, θ old ). Let P = diag(p 1 , · · · , p I ) be a diagonal matrix. The optimal solutions of σ 2 and γ can be obtained by taking derivatives of Q in Eq. (14) and setting the results to zero. Thus we have
where F = (f(x 1 ), . . . , f(x I )) T , and tr(·) denotes the trace.
To estimate the transformation f in the M-step, we need first to model it. For an infrared and visible image pair, the difference in resolution often results in a large scale change. VOLUME 6, 2018 However, the two images are typically acquired simultaneously with only a slightly viewpoint change (e.g., the two cameras are typically equipped next to each other on the same device). Therefore, the spatial transformation could be characterized by a linear model. This can also avoid overfitting caused by those more sophisticated complex nonlinear model. Specifically, in this paper we adopt the affine model, which has been widely considered in the community [28] , [53] . In this situation, the transformation f is defined as: f(x i ) = Ax i + t, where A is a 2 × 2 affine matrix, and t is a 2 × 1 translation vector. Considering the complete-data log likelihood in Eq. (14) and omitting the terms that are independent of f, we have the following objective function:
To solve the translation vector t, we take the derivative of with respect to t and set the result to zero, and then we obtain
where 1 is an I × 1 vector of all one, µ x and µ y are the mean vectors defined as
To solve the affine matrix A, we substitute t back into and then obtain
We omit the terms that are independent of A and obtain
whereX = X − 1µ T x andŶ = Y − 1µ T y are centered point positions. We take the derivative of with respect to A and set the result to zero, and then we obtain
So far, all the parameters have been solved in the M-step. We summarize the transformation estimation procedure in Alg. 2. Note that we have to initialize the parameter γ , which denotes an initial guess of the inlier ratio in the correspondence set T . We initialize it to 0.9 and then update it adaptively during the EM iteration.
3) COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
Next, we analyze the computational complexity of the transformation estimation procedure. Updating the posterior probability matrix P costs O(I ) time complexity as each element p i is calculated independently and only depends on the corresponding match (x i , y i ). Updating the parameters σ 2 and γ also costs O(I ) as the calculation of Eqs. (16) and (17) Update σ 2 and γ by Eqs. (16) and (17); 11 until Q converges; 12 The affine transformation parameters A, t is obtained in the last iteration.
the parameters A and t by using Eqs. (19), (20) and (23) is also linear. Therefore, the total time complexity of the transformation estimation procedure is linear O(I ). The space complexity is also O(I ) due to the requirement of storing the correspondence set T .
D. IMAGE TRANSFORMATION
After obtaining the spatial transformation between the infrared and visible images, we next align the infrared image onto the visible image accordingly (as the visible image has a higher resolution), which is also called image transformation.
The forward approach, which directly transforms each pixel from the infrared image using the spatial transformation, is complicated to implement, as it often leads to holes and/or overlaps in the output image (due to the discretization and rounding) [3] . To avoid such difficulties, in this paper we choose the backward approach. Specifically, for each pixel in the visible image, we use the inverse of the estimated transformation function to calculate the corresponding coordinate in the infrared image, and then use a bicubic interpolation algorithm to calculate the intensity at that coordinate in the infrared image. In this manner neither holes nor overlaps can appear in the resultant image. Until now, we have completed the whole infrared and visible image registration procedure. We summarize this whole procedure in Alg. 3.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed registration method. To this end, we first compared the performance of different control point detectors such as Harris corner detector [13] , SIFT [10] and SURF [45] . Then we compare the proposed SI-PIIFD with the original PIIFD [11] and SIFT [10] to evaluate the performance of descriptors. Based on SI-PIIFD, we construct a set of putative feature matches and then evaluate the mismatch removal
Algorithm 3 The Whole Registration Procedure
Input: A pair of infrared and visible images Output: A transformed infrared image with respect to the visible image 1 Detect control points by using Harris corner detector; 2 Calculate the feature descriptors by using SI-PIIFD; 3 Establish feature matches by using Alg. 1; 4 Estimate spatial transformation by using Alg. 2; 5 Calculate the transformed infrared image by using the backward approach.
performance of our strategy with comparison to four state-ofthe-art methods including RANSAC [29] , ICF [54] , VFC [7] and MR-RPM [55] . We adopt the homography as the parametric model for RANSAC, and choose the fast version of VFC using sparse approximation. All the experiments are conduct on a laptop with 2.7 GHz CPU, 4GB RAM and MATLAB codes. The parameters are set according to the original papers, and we have tried our best to tune them to achieve their best performance. Specifically, only intensity information of infrared images and visible images are used in our experiment, and images are pre-processed with 3 × 3 mean filter so as to detect robust features. In addition, we extend the image with a black border to ensure that the descriptors can be extracted on the edges.
A. DATASET AND EVALUATION CRITERIA
Due to lack of publicly available datasets for infrared and visible image registration evaluation, in this paper we establish such a dataset consists of 30 infrared and visible image pairs. The transformations between image pairs include scale change, translation and slight rotation. To establish the ground truth transformations, we manually select at least 20 control point pairs, and then estimate the affine transformation A and t accordingly using least squares.
For feature-based registration algorithms, the feature matches between image pairs can be obtained as a byproduct. Thus the number of valid matches in all putative matches could be adopted as a reliable and fair criterion to measure the performance of feature descriptors. The valid matches are defined as those matches consistent with the ground truth transformation. In particular, we define a deviation distance for the putative match to measure the consistency. Given the ground truth affine transformation A and t, the deviation distance is calculated as follows: (i) For the i-th match (x i , y i ), transform point x i in one image to the other image using x t = Ax i + t, where x t it the spatial coordinate of the transformed point. (ii) Calculate the Euclidean distance between the transformed point and the corresponding point in the other image, i.e. x t −y i 2 2 , as the deviation distance. If the distance falls in a threshold (e.g., 5 pixel), then we consider it as a valid match. Note that the ground truth transformations are given in our dataset and the matches are generated by a similarity constraint of the feature descriptors. Furthermore, the matching score are used to evaluate the performance of a mismatch removal algorithm, which is defined as the ratio between the number of preserved valid matches and the number of total preserved matches by a mismatch removal algorithm. In addition, we also use a strategy to directly characterize the overall registration performance as that in [17] . Once the distance of each preserved match is obtained, we calculate the median error (MEE) and maximum error (MAE) accordingly. Then the registration results are classified into 3 categories, i.e., incorrect (MAE > 10 pixels), inaccuracy (MAE ≤ 10 pixels and MEE > 4 pixels), and acceptable (MAE ≤ 10 and MEE ≤ 4 pixels).
B. RESULTS ON CONTROL POINT DETECTOR
To evaluate the performance of Harris [13] , SIFT [10] and SURF [45] control point detectors, we generate SI-PIIFD descriptor for the control point and establish putative correspondences accordingly. Clearly, the quality of the putative correspondences (e.g., sufficiency and repeatability) can reflect the performance of a control point detector. Therefore, we use the number of valid matches and matching score of the putative set as criteria to characterize the performance. [10] , SURF [45] , and Harris corner detector [13] . AVM refers to average valid matches, and AMS refers to average matching scores. The SI-PIIFD is used as descriptor for control points to construct putative matches.
The statistical results are reported in Fig. 1 , where the plot is based on cumulative distribution of the number of valid matches or matching score. Rather than SIFT based on searching extreme points through image space, both SURF and Harris detector determine control points using adjacent structural information, resulting in their similar performance which is superior over SIFT detector in terms of valid matches, as shown in the left plot of Fig. 1 . Nevertheless, the corners localized in Harris detector are typically more repeatable, leading to better matching scores than SURF, as shown in the right plot of Fig. 1 . In addition, the average runtime of Harris, SIFT and SURF for control point detection is about 0.018s, 0.175s and 0.131ms, respectively. Clearly, the Harris corner detector has much better efficiency compared with SIFT and SURF. Therefore, we choose the Harris corner detector for control point detection in this paper.
C. RESULTS ON SI-PIIFD
In the procedure of image registration, the performance of descriptor has a significant impact on the final registration result. In this section, we conduct experiments on the VOLUME 6, 2018 test dataset to demonstrate the superiority of our proposed SI-PIIFD. Two representative examples are demonstrated in Fig. 2 , where the first row presents the source images and the rest two rows show the valid matches produced by PIIFD [11] and our SI-PIIFD, respectively. We see that the source images involve large scale changes, and the PIIFD fails to generate enough valid matches which will severely degrade the subsequent registration performance. By contrast, our SI-PIIFD does not suffer from this problem. It is scale invariant, and it can produce quite a lot of valid matches which ensure high accuracy in the subsequent registration. The statistical results of SIFT [10] , PIIFD [11] and our SI-PIIFD are reported in the left plot of Fig. 3 . Clearly, our SI-PIIFD is able to produce the best results on the test dataset. The SIFT algorithm fails to extract valid matches on almost [29] , ICF [54] , VFC [7] , MR-RPM [55] and our method. AMS refers to average matching score.
all the image pairs. This is due to that the gradient information between the infrared and visible images often has large differences. The performance of PIIFD is also much worse than our SI-PIIFD, as it is not robust to the scale changes which often exist in the infrared and visible image pairs due to differences in resolution. By contrast, our SI-PIIFD produces about twice the number of valid matches as the original PIIFD does. The sufficient valid matches guarantee the accuracy of the transformation estimation. In addition, we also report the average run times of the PIIFD and our SI-PIIFD in Table 1 . As shown in the table, it is not surprising that our SI-PIIFD is more time-consuming than PIIFD due to its multi-scale descriptor extraction, and the time cost increases approximately linearly with respect to the number of scales.
TABLE 1.
Average run times (ART) of extracting descriptors for PIIFD [11] and our SI-PIIFD. Scale setting refers to the number of scales for descriptor representation, e.g., 1 corresponds to PIIFD, while 5 is the default setting of our SI-PIIFD.
To investigate if our SI-PIIFD still has advantages in case of no scale changes, we select all the image pairs without scale changes in the dataset and compare the matching performance of SIFT, PIIFD and SI-PIIFD. The statistical results are reported in the right plot of Fig. 3 . As displayed, our SI-PIIFD is still much more effective compared to the original PIIFD and SIFT. We give an explanation as follows. The original PIIFD only makes use of information from a single scale, which is more likely to be affected by unknown noise that might perturb the establishment of correspondences. While with multi-scale representation, the true correspondences can be possibly retrieved in a different scale, that is, our SI-PIIFD is more robust even if the input data share the same scale.
The experiment in this section clearly demonstrates the superiority of the proposed SI-PIIFD in constructing robust descriptors from more general multimodal images, for example, with scale changes.
D. RESULTS ON MISMATCH REMOVAL
After establishing the putative matches based on the similarity of descriptors, the registration problem is then converted into the problem of mismatch removal. In this paper, we adopt LPM to filter outliers first and then estimate the transformation robustly under a maximum likelihood framework. The transformation can be used to determine the match correctness. To provide a reliable evaluation, four state-ofthe-art mismatch removal algorithms are selected for comparison, namely RANSAC [29] , ICF [54] , VFC [7] , and MR-RPM [55] . Note that due to the poor quality and multimodality of the infrared-visible dataset, the outlier rate is extremely high which is about 80% on average. Moreover, as shown in the last section, the number of valid matches is quite low as well. Therefore, the testing dataset is quite challenging for mismatch removal.
We use matching score as the evaluation criterion and the quantitative comparison results are reported in Fig. 4 . Clearly, our method outperforms all the other algorithms. RANSAC has an unstable performance over the dataset, as it is probability-related and the high outlier rate brings about too much randomness to the consensus. It is worth mentioning that our method outperforms RANSAC even on the data with a high inlier rate. The performance of VFC is even worse than RANSAC, which is due to that the small number of true matches makes it too hard to interpolate a valid vector field. Similarly, ICF is not able to establish a credible map in the VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 6. Qualitative illustration of overall image registration on a typical infrared and visible image pair. The first row presents the original infrared and visible images, the second and third rows respectively present the results of RANSAC and our method, including the final feature matches, the warped infrared image, and the checkboard of the warped infrared and original visible images. In feature matching results, blue line denotes valid match and red line denotes the opposite.
case of low inlier rate and small true match number, and completely fails to generate satisfying registration performance in most cases. MR-RPM is more robust than VFC and only secondary to our method as the manifold regularization helps establish a better vector field model. Note that MR-RPM has similar performance to ours in the quality of matches kept, but our method is more robust and accurate in terms of registration as shown later. [29] , ICF [54] , VFC [7] , MR-RPM [55] and our method on the whole dataset. Bold indicates the best result.
The average run times of the five methods on the testing dataset are reported in Table 2 , where we have excluded the cost of feature extraction and putative matches establishment for all the methods. We see that VFC is the most efficient algorithm which uses a sparse approximation to achieve linear complexity. MR-RPM is much slower due to that it uses an additional manifold regularization compared to VFC. ICF and RANSAC are even two orders of magnitude slower. Our method comes in second and the average run time is about 12.3 milliseconds, which still possesses the advantage of computational efficiency.
E. RESULTS ON OVERALL IMAGE REGISTRATION
To demonstrate the performance on overall image registration, we first give some intuitive results of our method on two typical image pairs, where we also report the results of RANSAC for the purpose of comparison as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . For each group of experiments, the first row presents the original infrared and visible images, the second and third rows respectively present the results of RANSAC and our method, including the final feature matches, the warped infrared image, and the checkboard of the warped infrared and original visible images.
As mentioned earlier, the low resolution and multimodality of data result in small number of valid matches and low inlier ratio, making it challenging to accurately register infrared and visible images. In Fig. 5 , RANSAC produces a small number of valid matches with 40% outliers, and hence is badly degraded in transformation estimation, leading to an unsatisfying alignment. This can be seen from the seams of the checkboard, where the textures of human, building and cars are not smooth. On the contrary, our method keeps most valid matches with only one outlier, leading to an almost perfect alignment. In Fig. 6 , the quality of matches kept by RANSAC is comparable to ours, where the three outliers only suffer from several pixels' bias. But its registration result is still not that satisfying as can be seen from the checkboard, where the red rectangle refers to inaccurate part of registration. However, our method in this case is still able to produce a satisfying alignment. The reason is that the valid matches kept by our method spread over the whole image, which is not easy to be degraded by a few false matches. The results shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 demonstrate the robustness and superiority of our method.
FIGURE 7.
Quantitative comparison of the overall registration performance of RANSAC [29] , ICF [54] , VFC [7] , MR-RPM [55] and our method using MEE and MAE.
The overall evaluation of the registration performance is reported in Fig. 7 , which is classified into three categories using the MEE and MAE as criteria. Apparently, our proposed method has the best performance, where 70% of the image pairs registered are classified as acceptable. And as expected, due to the small number of true matches and low inlier rate caused by the poor quality and multi-modality of data, the competitors, i.e. RANSAC ICF and VFC fail to produce satisfying alignments on most of the testing dataset. The performance of MR-RPM is promising, but still not competent due to its instability.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a new strategy for infrared and visible image registration based on SI-PIIFD feature and locality preserving matching. The proposed SI-PIIFD feature can produce sufficient valid match candidates even in case of significant differences in resolution/FOV and appearance between infrared and visible images. The locality preserving matching together with a robust Bayesian framework can ensure accurate estimation of image transformation even the match candidates suffer from false matches. The qualitative and quantitative comparisons on a challenging dataset reveal the superiority of our strategy over the state-of-the-art methods. 
